Implementing fluorescent MOFs as down-converting layers in hybrid light-emitting diodes†
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One of the most important non-radiative relaxation processes that limits the quantum yield of a fluorophore is related to aggregation of the molecules in the solid-state causing excimer quenching. To limit this quenching mechanism, the fluorophore can be contained within a well-ordered 3D system that minimises aggregation through rigid bonds and spatial separation in a defined topological construct. Herein, the synthesis, characterisation and application as a down-converter of a new luminescent 3D material (MOF-BTBMB), that incorporates a building block based on benzothiadiazole (BT) derivative (BTMB) in a metal–organic framework (MOF), is presented. Notably, the photoluminescence quantum yield and hybrid LED performance are significantly improved for the MOF-based device compared to that prepared with the free ligand, highlighting the effectiveness of the rigid scaffold arrangement.

Introduction

Whilst organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) and inorganic light-emitting diodes (LEDs) have become ubiquitous as technologies underpinning display and lighting applications, hybrid inorganic/organic LEDs offer an alternative platform that combines the benefits of both material families.1–3 For white light, these devices generally consist of a yellow emissive organic down-converting material on top of a blue-emitting inorganic LED and offer the advantage of combining the well understood and high-performing electronic properties of inorganic LEDs with the broad, tuneable emission of organic semiconductors.4–6 Furthermore, combining organic (or organic-based) materials with inorganic LEDs removes the need for traditional inorganic phosphor materials, such as cerium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet, reducing industry dependence on rare-earth materials as consumer demand increases.7 Previously we have demonstrated a series of organic donor–acceptor molecular species that act as light-converting layers on top of inorganic InGaN-based LEDs.8–10 We disclosed a blue-absorbing molecular colour-converter that incorporated an electron-deficient tetrafluorobenzene core into the fluorene-BODIPY scaffold. This molecule was designed to absorb in the blue and emit yellow light, providing an overall white emission when deposited on top of a blue LED.9,10 While this work provided the desired white light emission, device performance was compromised due to a lack of green light output, which is the wavelength region of the visible spectrum the human eye is most sensitive to, resulting in a lower than desired luminous efficacy and colour rendering index (CRI). An alternative family of molecules, based on the benzothiadiazole (BT) unit, was most recently reported, emitting more green light and hence offering improved luminous efficacy and colour rendering.11 However, one remaining issue with these compounds is that, with increasing concentration, luminescence is quenched and the emission wavelength red-shifted due to aggregation of the molecules leading to non-radiative recombination.

To further address the detrimental effects of aggregation and therefore enhance efficiency, we sought to anchor a BT moiety in the confines of a metal–organic framework (MOF), a class of material where organic units are connected by metal ions or clusters into well-defined networks. BT units have a propensity to form π-stacked arrangements in the solid-state,12 but the rigid topological construct of a network solid such as a MOF is expected to provide sufficient interspersing of the chromophore to preclude such aggregation and consequently improve the emissive properties, particularly the photoluminescence quantum yield, whilst maintaining the emission colour (Fig. 1).13,14

† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Characterisation data (NMR, HRMS, FTIR) for BTMB and MOF-BTBMA, as well as Pawley fitting of the MOF-BTBMA PXRD data. The data underpinning this submission are available to download from http://dx.doi.org/10.5525/gla.researchdata.662. See DOI: 10.1039/c9tc00067d
Organic and inorganic chromophores have previously been incorporated into the pores of MOFs as guests to prepare hybrid LEDs, but utilising chromophores as integral components of the MOF scaffold should offer greater control over chromophore loading and spatial positioning. For example, Li and co-workers previously utilised a tetraphenylethylene-derived ligand with extended biphenyl arms (H4tcbpe, 4,4′,4″,4‴-(ethene-1,1,2,2-tetrayl)tetrakis[(1,10-biphenyl]-4-carboxylic acid)) as the emissive component in the MOF Zn2(tcbpe)7DMA. The material could be suspension-processed onto commercially available blue LEDs to provide white light with a luminous efficacy of almost 60 lm W−1. Herein, we have selected a Zr MOF18 of the isoreticular UiO (Universitetet i Oslo) series, where Zr6O4(OH)4 secondary building units (SBUs) connect linear dicarboxylate linkers as the scaffold for chromophore incorporation, to take advantage of: (i) the rigid, well-spaced face-centred cubic (fcc) topology;19 (ii) the anticipated excellent chemical and mechanical stability (we have previously shown that Zr MOFs with emissive 4,4′-[1,4-phenylene-bis[ethyene-2,1-diyl]]-dibenzoate linkers can act as luminescent water sensors);20,21 (iii) the fine particle-size control available through modulated self-assembly.22 We report the synthesis of a new emissive MOF (MOF-BTBMBA) containing a donor–acceptor–donor ligand and its application as a down-converting material on commercial blue LEDs. Notably, device inclusion of MOF-BTBMBA, as opposed to the free ligand (BTBMBA) alone, afforded an increased light output and conversion efficiency, suggesting that emissive MOFs containing donor–acceptor–donor ligands could find application as highly efficient optical materials.

Results and discussion

The final geometry of a MOF originates from the contribution of the metal’s preferential coordination geometry and of the geometry of the ligand at the donating extensions; following the principles of isoreticular synthesis, a well-defined SBU combined with rigid, linear ditopic ligands should result in a predictable topology. For this reason, and due to its linear conjugated backbone, the recently reported donor–acceptor–donor molecule dimethyl 4,4′-(benzo[2,5,6]thiadiazole-4,7-diyl)bis(3-methoxybenzoate)23 was hydrolysed with an aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide and then acidified with hydrochloric acid to form the analogous dicarboxylic acid (BTBMBA) in 97% yield (Fig. 2(a)). To examine the effect of its incorporation into a controlled solid matrix, it was decided to prepare a MOF linked by Zr that would be expected to exhibit a structure similar to UiO-68 (Fig. 2(b)), which contains an unfunctionalised terphenyl dicarboxylate linker and shows excellent stability.19 Previously, related linkers containing central benzothiadiazole units flanked by two benzoic acid rings have been used to prepare Zr MOFs with UiO-68 topologies to sense picric acid24 and organic amines,25 or to photocatalytically degrade mustard gas simulants.26,27 A selenothiadiazole analogue has also been utilised to photocatalyse dehydrogenative cross-coupling reactions.28 In all but one case,25 a mixed-linker synthetic strategy was used to prepare the MOF, where the photoactive ligand was diluted within the solid with an unsubstituted terphenyl analogue. Our own synthetic protocol used only the benzothiadiazole ligand for maximum loading of the photoactive units in the MOF, with hydrated zirconyl chloride as the Zr source and acetic acid as modulator to attempt to keep particle size low, which is expected to improve dispersion in the matrix used in device fabrication.

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) confirmed formation of the UiO-68 topology MOF with high crystallinity, with a close match to the pattern predicted from the crystal structure of the related PCN-56 (also described as UiO-68-Me4, CSD code YEECOW)29 material (Fig. 2(c)). Pawley refinement of the room temperature powder diffraction data (see ESI† Fig. S5) gave a unit cell of a = 33.02947 Å in the Fm3m space group, which strongly suggests MOF-BTBMBA has the expected UiO-68 topology. Scanning electron microscopy (Fig. 2(d)) showed crystals of around 500–700 nm in size with characteristic octahedral morphology, and the MOF exhibited a moderate N2 uptake around 500–700 nm in size with characteristic octahedral morphology, and the MOF exhibited a moderate N2 uptake at 77 K, with a Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area of 950 m² g⁻¹ (Fig. 2(e)). This is lower than expected for a UiO-68 derivative,19 and may be due to incomplete activation or a slight degradation in crystallinity during activation (heating to 120 °C under vacuum), observed by PXRD after the isotherm had been collected. Modifying the synthetic conditions to use 1-proline as a modulator,30,31 resulted in yellow, octahedral single crystals, which unfortunately did not diffract strongly enough for a full structure solution, likely as a consequence of rotation-induced disorder of the dissymmetric linkers. However, the F-centred cubic lattice (a = 32.5594(7) Å, likely Fm3m space group, collected at 100 K) is again characteristic of a UiO-68 structure.22

To measure the optical properties of MOF-BTBMBA and to have a fair comparison with the optical properties of the free ligand, both compounds were dispersed (1 mg ml⁻¹) in the commercially available, optically clear polyurethane resin Opti-TEC™ 4200. This resin was chosen for its high transparency (ca. 85%) across the visible electromagnetic spectrum of interest (350–700 nm) together with the possibility of obtaining a rigid encapsulation media after curing the resin by thermal treatment.23 The absorption and emission band maxima show very similar behaviour, with absorption maxima at 408 and 412 nm, and emission maxima at 501 and 514 nm, for MOF-BTBMBA and BTBMBA, respectively (Fig. 3). The slight blue-shift of both the
absorption and emission maxima, together with the sharper bands for the MOF structure, can be attributed to the steric confinement of the ligand in MOF-BTBMBA preventing aggregation that is likely observed in BTBMBA and resulting in a slightly altered local ligand environment.

Photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQYs) were measured at 410 nm for the two materials dispersed in the OPT4200 resin (1 mg ml\(^{-1}\)), via drop casting 0.05 ml of each dispersion onto a quartz slide (1 × 1 cm) and thermally curing the resin for 18 h at 40 °C. Values of 42.5% and 2.3%, for MOF-BTBMBA and BTBMBA, respectively, indicate that inclusion of the ligand within the rigid MOF structure significantly increases the efficiency of the radiative emission process through restricting \(\pi-\pi\) aggregation of the ligand in the solid state. As an approximation of emission efficiency using blue light as an excitation source, PLQYs were also measured at 445 nm. Values of 34.8% and 0.3% for MOF-BTBMBA and BTBMBA, respectively, were recorded, further evidencing the superior performance of the MOF compared to the free ligand.

For the fabrication of hybrid LEDs, a blue-emitting inorganic LED was coated with a transparent encapsulant containing either the ligand (BTBMBA) or the MOF (MOF-BTBMBA). The blue InGaN/GaN LEDs are based on the “GaN-on-Silicon” technology and emit at a wavelength of 453 nm. The encapsulant consists of a commercial polyurethane resin (Opti-TEC\textsuperscript{TM} 4200) with hardener (1 : 1 ratio) into which either BTBMBA or MOF-BTBMBA is incorporated at different concentrations of 0.33 mg, 0.66 mg, 1 mg, 2 mg and 4 mg in 1 ml of encapsulant. The advantages of this type of encapsulant are high transparency, colour stability with respect to yellowing and flexibility after curing. After drop-casting the encapsulant mixture on top of the packaged LEDs they were cured at 40 °C for 18 hours.

Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the absolute electroluminescence (EL) spectra of the LEDs coated with the encapsulant containing
the ligand and the MOF, respectively, for all concentrations (0.33–4 mg ml\(^{-1}\)) measured at a constant forward current of 25 mA. In both sets of LEDs, the dominant emission peak around 450 nm corresponds to transmitted light from the blue LED, which is light that has not been absorbed by the organic material. Although weak, as evidenced by the logarithmic intensity scale, each set exhibits an additional longer wavelength emission (shoulder peak) around 550 nm. This can be associated with the emission from the encapsulated ligand and MOF material since it is not observed for the bare blue LEDs (solid dark blue lines in Fig. 4(a) and (b)). Furthermore, the intensity of this longer wavelength emission peak increases with increasing concentration of the ligand/MOF in the transparent resin. Most notable, however, is that the intensity of this peak is much higher when the ligand is incorporated into a scaffold to form the MOF structure. This indicates that the rigid structure of MOF-BTBMBA is beneficial for enhanced light emission.

To further quantify the performance of the two materials, the luminous efficacy was determined for the ligand and MOF-coated LEDs as a function of concentration as displayed in Fig. 4(c). The luminous efficacy is the ratio of the luminous flux and the electrical power supplied to the LED measured in lm W\(^{-1}\).
It describes the efficiency of converting electrical power into light taking the human eye response into account and is commonly used to describe white LEDs.5,11 For the LEDs coated with the ligand there is a decrease in luminous efficacy with increasing concentration, whereas the MOF-coated LEDs show an increase in efficacy. This trend is caused by the luminous flux since the electrical input power is roughly the same for all LEDs (see Fig. 4(d)). This indicates that, in the absence of the MOF scaffold, the ligand absorbs the blue light but does not then re-emit it at longer wavelength as the concentration increases. In contrast, the opposite is true for the MOF structure. This quenching of the luminescence for the ligand is again most likely related to aggregation in the material, which is suppressed when the ligand is incorporated into the scaffold of the MOF structure. Furthermore, the radiant flux (defined as the total radiant energy emitted per unit time, (Fig. 4(e)) of both sets of LEDs decreases with increasing concentration, indicating that blue light is being absorbed for both sets of LEDs. In the case of the BTBMBa LEDs, the absorbed energy/light is lost non-radiatively, in contrast to the MOF-BTBMBa devices, where it is more efficiently down-converted.

To show the important effects of countering aggregation and to better compare both structures, the EL spectra of the bare blue LEDs and LEDs with the ligand or MOF at different concentrations were integrated in the same wavelength range of 525–600 nm, which corresponds to the emission range of the organic material. Fig. 4(f) shows the ratio of the integrated intensity of the coated LEDs and the bare blue LEDs in this wavelength range. This ratio gives an indication of the increased emission for MOF-BTBMBa devices at a given concentration compared with the BTBMBa devices. With increasing concentration the ratio increases, and to a much greater extent for the MOF than the free ligand. At the highest concentration the emission from the MOF-BTBMBa device is approximately five times larger than the emission from the BTBMBa device.33 This is also reflected by the previously mentioned PLQY, which is much higher for MOF-BTBMBa than BTBMBa. Again, this shows that firstly, the MOF is absorbing and re-emitting more of the light compared with the ligand alone and, secondly, that BTBMBa is quenching the luminescence. Overall, the emission of MOF-BTBMBa is larger compared to BTBMBa, showing the benefits of incorporating this ligand into the rigid MOF scaffold and therefore most likely reducing the detrimental quenching effects caused by the self-aggregation of the free ligand.

Conclusion

We have detailed the synthesis of a novel and solution-processable emissive MOF material (MOF-BTBMBa) containing a donor–acceptor–donor ligand based on BT, and its application as a light-converting layer on top of a blue LED. Notably, rigidification of the ligand within a solid-state scaffold significantly increases the PLQY (42.5% for MOF-BTBMBa, cf. 2.3% for BTBMBa alone), counteracting aggregation and hence leading to improved device performance at low material loadings (~1–4% w/v) in a commercial polyurethane encapsulant, with intensity ratios (hybrid LED/blue LED) in the wavelength range of the organic emission five times greater for the MOF than the ligand alone. Hence, it is clear that the strategy of chromophore rigidification blocks aggregation and consequent non-radiative energy losses, suggesting that MOFs containing simple donor–acceptor–donor ligands have great potential as efficient down-converters for lighting applications.

Experimental

Dimethyl 4,4′-(benzo[1,2,5]thiadiazole-4,7-diyl)bis(3-methoxybenzoate) was synthesised as described previously.23 All reactions were performed using vacuum Schlenk lines, in an inert atmosphere of nitrogen or argon. Dry solvents were obtained from a solvent purification system (SPS 400 from Innovative Technologies) using alumina as the drying agent. MS MALDI-TOF spectra were run on a Shimadzu Axima-CFR spectrometer (mass range 1–150 000 Da). The high resolution mass measurements were performed on the Thermo Scientific LTQ ORBITRAP XL instrument. Melting points were taken using a Stuart Scientific instrument SMP1. The electronic absorption spectra in the UV-Vis-NIR region were performed in solution using a Shimadzu UV 2700 spectrometer. The samples’ spectra were recorded against a white spectrum either in quartz cuvettes with 10 mm path length or in the solid state on quartz substrates. Luminescence emission spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer LS45, on a Jasco FP-6500 or on an Edinburgh Instruments FLS980 spectrometer, either in solution in quartz cuvettes with 10 mm path length or in the solid state on quartz substrates. Infrared spectroscopy measurements were recorded as powder samples using a Shimadzu IRAffinity-1S spectrometer. Absolute PLQY measurements were performed in a calibrated integrating sphere attached to an Ocean Optics USB2000+ spectrometer, and a Gooch & Housego double monochromator with a quartz halogen lamp. The samples were excited at 410 nm.35 PXRD measurements were carried out at 298 K using a PANalytical X’Pert PRO diffractometer (λ(CuKα) = 1.4505 Å) on a mounted bracket sample stage. Data were collected over the range 2θ = 5–45° and were fitted using GSAS-II.36 N2 adsorption isotherms were carried out at 77 K on a Quantachrome Autosorb iQ gas sorption analyser. Samples were degassed under vacuum at 120 °C for 20 hours using the internal turbo pump. BET surface areas were calculated from the isotherms using the Micropore BET Assistant in the Quantachrome ASiQwin operating software. Samples were imaged using a Carl Zeiss Sigma Variable Pressure Analytical SEM with Oxford Microanalysis, after coating with Pd for 150 seconds using a Polaron SC7640 sputter coater. For the optical measurements of the blue LEDs with and without the organic material applied the LEDs were placed inside a calibrated integrating sphere system (Labsphere illumina® plus 600/610). The recorded spectra, which were corrected for the system response, allow the determination of absolute intensity, such as the radiant and
luminous flux, and hence the calculation of luminous efficacy. A Keithley 236 source measure unit was used for the constant current supply.

4,4’-(Benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole-4,7-diyli)bis(3-methoxybenzoic acid) BTBMBBA

Dimethyl 4,4’-(benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole-4,7-diyli)bis(3-methoxybenzoate) (0.385 g, 0.829 mmol) was dissolved in THF (150 ml) under nitrogen. Sodium hydroxide (2 M aqueous, 14.9 ml, 29.8 mmol) was added and the mixture was heated to 75 °C for 20 h. After this time the obtained yellow suspension was dissolved in sodium hydroxide (2 M aqueous solution, 100 ml) and the organic solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure. The resulting basic solution was acidified with concentrated hydrogen chloride until pH 1, stirred at room temperature for 1 h and then cooled (or stored) at −20 °C for 20 h. The mixture was filtered under reduced pressure, washed with water (3 × 50 ml) and dried under reduced pressure to obtain a yellow powder (350 mg, 0.802 mmol, 97%). 1H NMR δH (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): 13.16 (2H, s, COOH), 7.79 (2H, s, ArH), 7.72–7.68 (4H, m, ArH), 7.63 (2H, J = 8.1 Hz, ArH), 3.81 (6H, s, OCH3); 13C NMR δC (101 MHz, DMSO-d6): 167.1, 156.8, 153.3, 132.3, 131.7, 130.4, 130.0, 129.8, 121.5, 111.9, 55.7; m/z (%) (MALDI-TOF) 436.15 (100), 438.16 (60), 439.19 (15); HRMS (LSI-TOF) m/z: [M – H]– calcd for C23H15N2O6S 435.0656; found 435.0649; M.P.: 352–354 °C.

MOF-BTBMBBA

BTBMBBA (50 mg, 0.115 μmol) was suspended in DMF (10 ml) in a 25 ml screw top jar. ZrOCl2·8H2O (37 mg, 0.115 μmol) was added and the mixture sonicated. Acetic acid (0.5 ml, 525 mg, 8.7 mmol, 75 equiv.) was added, and the mixture sonicated to yield a yellow solution. The mixture was sealed in the screw top jar and heated to 120 °C for 20 h. On cooling, the yellow powder was isolated by centrifugation, washed with suspension/centrifugation cycles with DMF (30 ml) and acetone (2 × 30 ml), and dried under vacuum to yield a yellow powder (51.5 mg, 82% based on Zr).

MOF-BTBMBBA for single-crystal analysis

L-Proline (54 mg, 0.47 mmol, 5 equiv.) was dissolved in concentrated HCl (62.5 μl) and evaporated to dryness. The residue was dissolved in DMF (5 ml), and 1.25 ml of this solution was added to a 25 ml screw top jar containing ZrCl4·8H2O (22 mg, 0.095 μmol). To this, BTBMBBA (41 mg, 0.095 μmol) and DMF (1.75 ml) were added and the mixture sonicated. The screw top jar was sealed and heated to 120 °C for 24 h. After cooling, the yellow octahedral crystals were examined by single crystal X-ray diffraction.
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The enhanced efficiency of **MOF-BTBMBA** occurs despite only 79% of the mass of the solid corresponding to the **BTBMBA** chromophore. As such, at 1 mg ml\(^{-1}\), the MOF-based device contains considerably less chromophore than the ligand-based device.

